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FULL DETAILS OF NEW ADDITIONS - MARCH 2017
DVD n EISENHOWER’S RHINE MEADOWS DEATH CAMPS - The untold story of Eisenhower's Rhine Meadows Death
Camps - A Deliberate Policy of Extermination of the Surrendered German forces by the Allies in post war Germany
(Rheinwiesenlager). People all over the World are now wakening up to the horrible real truths of WW2. After the war
11 Million German soldiers were kept in the open air, no food, no facilities, no nothing - by the US AND the UK. 8 Million
died of starvation, hypothermia, disease etc. They quickly became emaciated, dysentery raged, and soon they were
sleeping in their own excrement, too weak and crowded to reach the slit trenches. Many were begging for food,
sickening and dying before the guards eyes. There was ample food and supplies, but the guards did nothing as they
were not allowed to help them, including no medical assistance. Many of the photographs of the supposed holocaust
used photos from these camps which in fact showed dead Germans. This 90 minute shocking German language
documentary with English subtitles is not for the faint hearted. Definitely eye opening. £10
DVD n IF YOU THINK YOU CAN HANDLE THE TRUTH - “Behind the ostensible government sits enthroned an invisible
government owing no allegiance and acknowledging no responsibility to the people” - Theodore Roosevelt 1858-1919
26th US President. “The real menace of our republic is the invisible government...the little coterie of powerful
international bankers virtually runs the US government for their own selfish purposes” - John F Hylan 1868-1936 Mayor
of New York City. “The real truth of the matter is that a financial element in the large centres has owned the
Government since the days of Andrew Jackson” - Franklin D Roosevelt 1882-1945 32nd US President. If you think you
can handle the truth, well here it is - all 4¼ hours of it. Highly recommended fast paced all encompassing expose. £10
DVD n WHEN THE MOORS RULED IN EUROPE - We examine a long buried chapter of European history, the rise and
fall of Islamic culture in what is now Spain and Portugal. Although generations of Spanish rulers have tried to expunge
this era from the historical record, recent archeology and scholarship now shed fresh light on the Moors who flourished
in Al-Andalus for more than 700 years. This fascinating documentary explodes old stereotypes and offers shocking new
insights. You’ll discover the ingenious mathematics behind Granada’s dazzling Alhambra Palace, trace El Cid’s lineage to
his Moorish roots, and learn how the Iberian population willingly converted to Islam in droves. Through interviews with
noted scholars, you’ll see how Moorish advances in mathematics, astronomy, art, and agriculture helped propel the
West out of the Dark Ages and into the Renaissance. What emerges is a richly detailed portrait of a sensuous,
inquisitive, and remarkably progressive Islamic culture in Christian Europe. Well worth knowing about. £10
DVD n THIS IS THE KNOWLEDGE THEY DON’T WANT US TO KNOW - They tell us that quantum theory is for really
smart people with backgrounds in math and science and that common people aren't smart enough to grasp the
concept. That's just not true. It takes creative thinking and imagination. Both of which are discouraged in public
schools. It's fun and very thought provoking. We have the answers to the universe, we just don't know it yet. He who
knows, and know he knows, Knows. Science is nothing more than someone with a guess on how something works and
then compares it to things in nature. If at any point your guess is disproved by an experiment that contradicts your
theory, it's back to the drawing board. The great thing about science is that you don't need a college degree to think of
a solution on how something works that no one else has been able to figure out, and suddenly you are getting a Nobel
prize in Physics. We just need to stop watching television and think for ourselves. This is an exceptional investigation
into all sciences, mind over matter, the life force and quantum mechanics. £10
DVD n THE FAKING OF ADOLF HITLER FOR HISTORY - The British Historian David Irving, speaking on "The Faking of
Adolf Hitler for History" identifies some of the many FRAUDULENT historical documents that have been quoted AND
referred to over the many years by "conformist historians" of the Third Reich era. Even many of Mr. Irving's opponents
DO admit that Mr. Irving's knowledge of Hitler and wartime Germany in unrivaled. What is fascinating was how he
became THE expert on Hitler as an historian. He did what few if any historians had ever done which was to track down
the real documents, witnesses, and records that were in existence but very hard to find and he used those exclusively
for writing his books. He says on here that he has been severely persecuted by powerful organized Zionists lobbies
throughout the world, since they are totally upset with his writings. His famous quotes include:- "He who Wins the
War.., also Writes the History", "The Truth shall make you Free...but at first...it'll make you Damn Mad" and how many
times must the obvious be stated - "Truth Does Not Fear Investigation". This is very topical as there is a new film out
called Denial which covers the 5 year High Court libel trial which made the controversial British historian bankrupt. £10
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